A method for restricting intracatheter dwell time variance in high-dose-rate brachytherapy plan optimization.
To present the algorithm of a modification to the inverse planning simulated annealing (IPSA) optimization engine that allows for restriction of the intracatheter dwell time variance. IPSA was modified to allow user control of dwell time variance within each catheter through a single parameter, the dwell time deviation constraint (DTDC). The minimum DTDC value (DTDC = 0) does not impose any restriction on dwell time variance, and the maximum value (DTDC = 1) restricts all dwell times within each catheter to take on the same value. The final optimization penalty function value was evaluated as a function of DTDC. The algorithm proposed fully preserves the inverse planning nature of the IPSA algorithm along with the penalty-based dose optimization workflow. Increasing DTDC creates less variance in dwell time between dwell positions in each catheter and may be used to induce a more smooth change in dwell time with dwell position in each catheter. Nonzero DTDC values always increased the optimization penalty function value. The DTDC was developed as an extension to IPSA to allow restriction of the difference in dwell time between adjacent dwell positions. This results in less variation between neighboring dwell positions which can be clinically desirable. However, the impact of this restriction needs to be considered for its clinical relevance on a case-by-case basis because considerable degradation in dose-volume histogram metrics can result for large DTDC values.